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*Thesaurus Linguae Latinae* is the largest and most detailed Latin dictionary in the world:

- Ranges from the classical period up to around 600 A.D.
- Extensive and detailed entries
- Content of database is identical to the printed version, including all lexicon articles
- Database is extended by newly printed fascicle (yearly)
- User interface allows for various, differentiated searches
- A valuable tool for both research and teaching preparation at the school and university levels
The Search

Simple search
The simple search scans the full text.

Example: Search for “iustitia”
The Search

Results list
579 entries

Full-text search refers to “iustitia“ being contained somewhere in the entry.

Select the number of results per page.
Results can be sorted by Lemma or Relevance

Clicking on the title opens the document display
Location of entry in printed TLL

You are looking at 1-10 of 579 entries

Items per page 10 ▼ Sort by Lemma ▼

abero
abero, -ēr-, -ērum, -ērum erro. GLOSS. ἀποτίκλων, ἀ TLL, vol. I, p. 72, lin. 55

abhorreo
abhorreo, -hourr-, -hourre. cf. ab et horreo. GLOSS. ἀποφεγξ

abigo
abigo, -ēgi, -ēctum, -ēere. [ab-ago gr. ἀφόσυα, ind. apa-ajati
TLL, vol. I, p. 95, lin. 4
The Search

Document display

Navigate between all search results

Change to Citation or Outline View

Full citation information for entry
The Search

**Document display**

**Citation View**

Displays all citations used for compiling article

**Outline View**

Structured display of the different parts of the article

**Hyperlinks cross-reference in the Index Librorum**
The Search

Searches using the “Browse” and “Browse Index Librorum” functions.

- Jumps through browse list to where term can be found
- Choose an article by clicking on the title

Results are always in alphabetical order

This is the bibliography of all texts used to compile TLL articles
The Search

Advanced search

Click here to open the advanced search options
The Search

**Advanced search:** Using a search criterion from the drop-down menu.

Choose from 13 search criteria:

- Etymology
- Full Text
- Lemma / Sublemma
- Textual Criticism
- Romance Languages
- Headword Entry
- Preliminary Section
- Main Section
- Supplementary Section
- Author of Article
- Ending
- Citation
- Example (Citation + Quotation)

Number of search results
The Search

Advanced search: Direct TLL line search

Search will take you to the exact location of the citation

Searches all TLL volumes for the specified citation
Additional Database Features

Find-as-you-type display

Matching articles appear already while typing.
Additional Database Features

Helpful documents
You can find further PDF documents underneath the browse menu.
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You can find further information on the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae Online at http://www.degruyter.com/db/tll